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INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND

WHAT IS THE PURPOSE OF THIS GUIDE?

This ‘how to’ guide is designed for community-based organisations to assist them to develop and run a local Learner 
Driver Mentor Program (LDMP) to provide driving opportunities for learner drivers with the help of volunteer 
mentors. This guide gives guidance, advice, models and ideas to help with planning and implementation.

You will be shown how to identify local need, set program objectives, find funding sources, work with 
stakeholders and partners, set up your program and evaluate it to measure successes. There are also 
tips on how to sustain your program so that aspiring learner drivers have the opportunity to graduate 
safely to their Provisional 1 (P1) licence.

Program funders and sponsors can also use the guide to develop funding criteria and assess whether funding 
applications for LDMPs meet appropriate program planning, implementation and development standards.
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BACKGROUND TO LEARNER DRIVER MENTOR PROGRAMS

Learner Driver Mentor Programs support learner drivers to become licensed by allowing them use of a vehicle for 
on-road practice while a volunteer mentor supervises them. These programs are designed to assist learners who 
do not have access to a qualified supervising driver or vehicle but need to meet the licensing requirements of the 
New South Wales (NSW) Graduated Licensing Scheme (GLS) for employment or other reasons. LDMPs may 
support the learner in logging some or all of the required practice hours.

Such programs are important as they help those who otherwise wouldn’t be able to, practise their on-road 
supervised driving hours required for the NSW GLS. 

The GLS was introduced in NSW based on sound research findings that this approach has a positive 
impact on road safety for novice drivers. The GLS gives new drivers the chance to develop driving skills 
and safely build driving experience on the road through a variety of practice sessions. This helps to prepare 
them for moving from a Learner to Provisional (P1) licence and ultimately an unrestricted driver’s licence.

A key element of the GLS in NSW requires learner drivers under the age of 25 years to experience a specified 
number of supervised on-road driving hours over a minimum 12-month period. This experience must be logged. 
A range of driving experiences in different conditions, traffic environments and times of day is expected. 
The NSW Roads and Maritime Services website has a complete list of the GLS requirements (see section 
More Information).

There are different models for LDMPs but most of the successful ones are managed by a program coordinator 
and rely on volunteers to mentor learner drivers. Effective LDMPs are usually locally-based with concerned 
community-based organisations taking action to meet a community need.

WHAT IS A MENTOR?

A mentor is someone you can go to when you want to discuss plans, work through issues or seek advice 
about evaluating options and achievements. They are a suitably experienced person,  willing and able to 
act as a confidential and trusted support person.

Mentors are positive people who help others learn, grow and succeed. They are people who have aquired 
knowledge and skills who like helping others and are respected in the community.

Mentors may be used in work or personal situations. Either way, it is generally accepted that most people 
do better if they have the guidance and help of a mentor.

For learner drivers, mentors are volunteers who help them complete the hours of supervised on-road driving  
experience they need before taking the NSW Driving Test, but can often be so much more as trust and relationships 
develop.

http://www.rms.nsw.gov.au/roads/licence/driver/get-driver-licence.html
http://www.rms.nsw.gov.au/roads/licence/driver/get-driver-licence.html
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SUPERVISED DRIVING – IT’S ALL ABOUT ROAD SAFETY

LDMPs can support young people to gain the necessary hours that assist in developing safer driving  
behaviours, particularly in the later stages of their on-road supervised driving experience.  

One thing we know for sure is that the learner driver stage of supervised driving is the safest period of any 
licensing system. We also know that the first year of independent driving, which is on a Provisional 1 (P1) 
licence, is the most dangerous.

Along with many other road safety experts worldwide, the NSW Centre for Road Safety believes it is the 
experience gained during the learner driver phase that provides a safety advantage that carries over into 
the unsupervised driving stage. This is supported by research which shows that those with more supervised 
learner driver experience (average 118 hours) have a much lower crash risk than those with less supervised 
experience (average 41 hours); an estimated 35 per cent reduction in crash risk. 1

Research also stresses the fact that ‘competent handling of a vehicle is only a first step and can be greatly 
misleading in determining preparedness for the more higher-risk situations that require much more  
advanced cognitive skills and safety-focused attitudinal-motivational orientations’.2 

This is why it is so important to focus on developing on-road experience in different situations, road  
conditions and times of day during supervised driving, including more complex traffic environments and 
night-time driving.

The GLS is designed to provide the time needed to develop skills in operating a motor vehicle as well as 
developing a low-risk driving approach and behaviours. 

The Learner Driver Log Book introduces the concept of learning goals and takes a staged approach to skills 
development and practice. It includes the following steps:

• setting a foundation for driving through developing basic skills in operating a motor vehicle, and getting 
familiar with vehicle controls, steering, braking, scanning and reversing

• developing traffic skills, progressing from simple to more complex environments
• developing low-risk driving skills, such as speed management, road positioning, decision-making and 

responding to hazards
• building experience in different conditions, such as rain, country roads, motorways and night-time. 

 

The GLS is important because it addresses the factors that contribute to crash risk for new drivers.  
Research shows there has been a drop in the number of crashes for drivers in their first year of independent 
driving, since the GLS was introduced across Australia. Support of LDMPs gives new drivers the chance to 
take part in supervised driving practice and almost certainly helps to improve road safety outcomes.

1. Gregersen, N. P. (1997).  “Evaluation of 16-years age limit for driver training: First report”, VTI Report 418A.   
Swedish National Road & Transport Research Institute, Linkoping, Sweden; Gregersen, N.P. (2001). “Changes to the 
licensing system in Sweden”, Proceedings of the Novice Drivers Conference, Department of Transport, Local government 
and the Regions, UK.  

2. Senserrick, T. & Howarth, N. (2005).  “Review of the literature regarding national and international young driver 
training, licensing and regulatory systems”, Report to Western Australia Road Safety Council, commissioned by the 
WA Office of Road Safety, MUARC Report #239.

http://roadsafety.transport.nsw.gov.au/
http://www.rms.nsw.gov.au/roads/licence/driver/learner/logbook/index.html
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PROGRAM SET UP AND PLANNING

GETTING STARTED

It is important to find out if your area needs a Learner Driver Mentor Program (LDMP). Often there is a 
perceived need based on people’s comments or observed behaviours. People, including pre-learner and 
learner drivers, may tell you there are lots of learners who ‘can’t get the hours up’, do not have access to a 
vehicle or don’t know anyone who can be their supervising driver.

It is important to be clear about the issues. You may have already talked to police, high school teachers, youth 
workers, TAFE, employment agencies, the local council or others. You may decide to develop a LDMP if there 
are issues such as client need for social support, isolation, high numbers of unlicensed drivers, poor access to 
employment options or a lack of good role models.

These reasons can suggest the need for a LDMP but you will have a stronger case if it is supported with a 
formal review of local needs. This information will also help you prove the need for your program to  
potential funders and partners, and guide the best program design to meet your community’s needs.

So before you commit to your program, let’s start the planning process with a needs assessment. There 
are a few methods you can use and the more you do the more solid your program is going to be.

CONDUCTING A LDMP NEEDS ASSESSMENT

It is essential to conduct an audit to work out the type and scope of program you will offer, who your target 
group is and whether young people (or other age groups) want help or need it. 

Your audit can help to:
• identify whether young people will need and will commit to a LDMP approach 
• work out approximately how many people (young and other ages) may access your LDMP
• look at why young people are asking for help with their on-road supervised driving experience e.g.- Is it 

for increased job opportunities? Are they newly arrived in Australia with no previous licensing experience 
or family close by? Is there no family vehicle available for practice? Do they have literacy issues that make 
it difficult to do the required tests?

Understanding these things will help you:
• decide your program’s scope and also the kind of funding you apply for
• decide if you need to open the program to help people who don’t yet have their learner licence; limit it to 

those who already have their learner licence, or even those with a few hours supervised driving experience
• determine whether literacy is a barrier.  There are literacy programs to help young people pass the Driver 

Knowledge Test and get a learner licence e.g. Foundation Skills for Learner Drivers at TAFE
• know if the young people had any on-road driving experience, either with a supervising driver or driving 

instructor. This helps you understand how many supported hours young people may need with their 
volunteer mentor

• identify whether culturally and linguistically diverse (CALD) or Aboriginal young people in your community 
need help to gain a licence. If so, you will need strategies in your program to address cultural needs

• quantify how many hours you can offer each learner and how many learners your program can help at 
any one time based on your available budget.
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Finding out socioeconomic status is also useful to see if learners can afford to use a professional driving 
school or are more likely to rely on family, friends or other services.

If you work with young people who are disadvantaged in terms of their employment opportunities, social 
support needs or equity of access to services, this can affect how you fund your program, choose program 
partners and work out appropriate objectives and evaluation. Ask your council’s social planner or community 
engagement officer, or check your council’s website for a link to Australian Bureau of Statistics (ABS) data for 
your local area.

It is also useful to consult with existing groups and organisations that work in your area to improve the 
health and wellbeing of young people, including:

• neighbourhood centres
• youth accommodation services
• employment agencies
• foster care support services
• local council staff, including those working in youth and community services, and road safety
• community health
• high school staff and Parents and Citizens (P&C) or Parents and Friends (P&F) associations
• Centrelink
• agencies working with disadvantaged groups
• charities and community groups
• local TAFE.

Summarise your consultation’s findings highlighting the need for a local LDMP, what form it will take and who 
it will best target. This summary can then be given to stakeholders, potential funders, program partners and 
others interested in or wishing to join the program. It is also useful for potential volunteer mentors so they can 
find out what a LDMP is and decide if they want to be involved.
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IDENTIFYING POTENTIAL PARTNERS

Your partners may give you program advice, help promote your program, provide funding or in-kind support.

It is important to get to know your partners, apart from the learner drivers, and find out how your program 
affects them and what they want or expect. If you develop and maintain good relationships with people 
working across disciplines, agencies and sectors, workloads can be shared and efforts maximised.  
You could have a formal meeting with invited guests or an open forum where you welcome anyone who is 
interested in knowing more. You should consider inviting anyone you see as potential partners, such as:

• Youthsafe 
• local car dealers
• Australian Driver Trainers Association  (ADTA) or state peak body
• regional Roads and Maritime Services road safety contacts
• Local Health District staff - health promotion/community health
• local council - road safety officers and youth services
• local police
• Centrelink
• employment agencies 
• charities 
• community services 
• youth accommodation services
• schools
• local chambers of commerce
• National Roads and Motorists’ Association (NRMA)
• Transport for NSW

 
MANAGING YOUR LDMP

There are a few questions you need to resolve before you start recruiting support.

Do you want to set up a committee to manage your LDMP?

The advantage of setting up a program committee is that it will help increase partnership engagement, 
reduce duplication and ensure scarce resources are shared at a strategic level. Your program committee 
should be responsible for policy and resourcing decisions essential for program delivery and ensuring good 
management of all parts of the initiative.

The chairperson you appoint should be someone who can enthuse the committee, drive the program and  
report on progress to funders and stakeholders. Make sure you have an agenda to follow, minute your decisions 
and clearly identify action items. If you decide to set up a program committee, it is a good idea in one of the early 
meetings to set out a ‘responsibilities’ table. This will outline who has primary or secondary responsibility for 
particular parts of the program.

OR

Do you want to manage the program through your own organisation?

This way your organisation controls the LDMP and there is less need for compromise. Instead of stakeholders 
managing the program you can ask their advice and use them as a point of reference when your organisation 
makes decisions.

https://youthsafe.org/
https://www.adta.com.au/
https://www.mynrma.com.au/
https://www.transport.nsw.gov.au/
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Once you decide which way to go you can begin to recruit support for your program.

Whatever your decision, it is important to appoint a program coordinator to oversee and drive the program. 
You might have an employee in your organisation who can step into these shoes, or you might seek grant 
funding to employ or second a program coordinator, perhaps on a part-time basis. It is likely that the hours 
required will be greater in the starting phase of your program, so this needs to be considered when allocating 
the budget.

INVOLVING DRIVING INSTRUCTORS

Many LDMPs have found that partnerships with their local driving school or driving instructor provide many 
benefits; and not just for the learners in attaining some of their supervised driving hours.

Many driving instructors are happy to support LDMPs in other ways, including being a source of support and 
information for the mentors. If the driving instructors you work with are willing, they can be an invaluable resource.

Programs that work with driving instructors can either negotiate bulk discount rates or include the costs in 
their budget for:

• formal assessment of learners to find out competencies and ability to work with a mentor
• several lessons spread out across the learner’s driving experience
• learner/mentor classroom-based training and review sessions.

Before the volunteer mentor sets off alone with the learner, it may be worthwhile for the driving instructor to 
take them both out for a session in the car. The mentor can observe the lesson to see how to give instructions 
to the learner and what areas to focus on.
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WORKING WITH YOUNG PEOPLE 

Young people in LDMPs are aged between 16 and 25 years. People aged over 25 years may still need support 
as a learner but there is no minimum-hour practice requirement in NSW for people over this age.

Around the time young people are learning to drive they are typically just beginning to take on new levels of 
independence and responsibility, and this can be a primary reason why they want to get a licence. However, 
they are also exposed to a range of risk factors, such as peer influences, experimentation and thrill seeking. 
Additionally, young people often under estimate the dangers of fatigue and stress that come with a combination 
of work, study and socialising, that don’t always apply to older age groups.

Some young people who want to take part in your program may have experienced trauma or serious distress 
in their life, which can impact on their abilities to form relationships, communicate openly or handle stress. 
It’s important that basic strategies to support young people who are managing this are shared with volunteer 
mentors through training and support.

Working with young people needs to be a bit of a balancing act. You must take all these factors into account 
while also promoting the low-risk driving skills that are the basis for passing the on-road driving test to get a 
Provisional (P1) licence.

It is important that learners participating in your LDMP take it seriously. The main concern must be road 
safety. Your program should advise learners that while they practise driving, a key expectation is that they 
will develop safe driving skills, including a low-risk driving approach.

It is recommended that your LDMP allows for an initial meeting between the learner and program coordinator to 
agree on expectations, before learners are matched with a mentor. The relationship between learner and mentor 
is critical. A good match should consider personality types, learning styles, respective ages and lifestyle choices.

With the learners (either individually or as a group) discuss:

• ground rules – what is acceptable/unacceptable for learners and mentors and their respective responsibilities 
and accountabilities

• agreement on processes
• time commitments.

Then raise any other issues you feel need discussion and agreement. For example:

• expectations about taking the program seriously
• attending any workshops or seminars
• cancelling or postponing a session
• any financial contribution
• sticking to the speed limit
• obeying the road rules
• letting the mentor know if fatigue is an issue
• anything else that might impact on a safe productive practice session.

Once learners agree to commit to the process, you can even ask them to sign an agreement outlining the 
rules discussed.
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PROGRAM PLANNING

When you have confirmed that it is feasible to run an LDMP in your community you should develop a plan 
that shows clearly what you aim to achieve. The plan should state your overall program aim, set out  
objectives and how they can be measured, and list actions and milestones to match your objectives.  
Your plan should also identify role responsibilities and specific, realistic time frames. The strategies you 
develop should fit neatly under your set objectives and help you to achieve them.

The following template shows you how you could set out the plan, including time frames, responsibilities 
and priorities. Documenting your plan in this way helps you keep your program on track, explain what  
actions need to happen, when they need to happen and who will be doing them.

The program plan can be in draft form initially, then refined and modified after input from the program 
committee or consultation with stakeholders.

Sample Learner Driver Mentor Program Plan 

Program name: 
Program aim:  
Support learner drivers to complete the required hours to gain a Provisional 1 licence 

Target group:  
Young people aged 16–25 who are current clients of XYZ Youth Support Service 

Sample objective 1: Understand the need for an LDMP program for young people

Strategies Tasks Priority Responsibility Time 
frame

Develop and  
conduct a LDMP 
needs assessment

•	 Survey young people on needs

•	 Talk to contacts to gather any existing information 
on needs

•	 Compile data into report to present to committee.

Program  
coordinator

Understand our 
target group by 
developing a youth 
profile

•	 Gather ABS census data

•	 Speak to council youth workers to gather local 
youth statistics

•	 Develop and conduct survey to measure need

•	 Compile information into report to present to 
committee.

Program  
coordinator

Identify all  
stakeholders and 
partners to help 
meet youth needs

•	 Complete brainstorming task with program team

•	 Compile contact list including what they can bring 
to program.

Program  
coordinator
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Sample objective 2: Understand the need for an LDMP program for young people

Strategies Tasks Priority Responsibility Time 
frame

Identify potential 
funders and apply 
for grants

•	 Search government/community/business websites to 
identify funding opportunities and local sponsors

•	 Compile funding application and submit on time

•	 Develop sponsorship proposal for in-kind and local 
sponsorship.

High Program  
coordinator End March

Manage budget 
throughout course 
of program

•	 Develop detailed budget at start of program 

•	 Keep secure written records of budget income 
and expenditure

•	 Provide budget/financial report to program 
funders at key stages in program.

Medium Program  
coordinator Ongoing

Sample objective 3: Understand the need for an LDMP program for young people

Strategies Tasks Priority Responsibility Time 
frame

Develop a list of 
potential mentors

•	 Advertise opportunity in the local paper

•	 Arrange to speak at local community and service 
clubs.

High Program  
coordinator End March

Select mentors

•	 Establish selection process

•	 Develop eligibility criteria

•	 Conduct checks, including references, criminal 
check and driving record.

High Program  
coordinator End May

Train mentors •	 Send invitations to mentors and follow up availability

•	 Develop training format for mentors

•	 Run training and induction day for new mentors

•	 Run low-risk driving skills lesson for mentors led 
by professional instructor.

High Program  
coordinator End May

Sample objective 4: Understand the need for an LDMP program for young people

Strategies Tasks Priority Responsibility Time 
frame

Select learners

•	 Consult with caseworkers to find out potential 
participants

•	 Start application process

•	 Confirm level of disadvantage (financial, social or 
transport).

High Program  
coordinator End March

Train learners

•	 Develop and run learner induction session

•	 Gain agreement to program ‘rules’, including  
monitoring and evaluation.

Medium Program  
coordinator Ongoing

Match mentors to 
learners

•	 Establish list of mentor/learner matches

•	 Establish grievance procedure to deal with  
matching or other problems that may arise.

High Program  
coordinator End March
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BUDGET AND FUNDING

PREPARING A BUDGET

Drafting a budget that sets out the expected income and expenses of your program helps you understand 
what you can offer. Then you can decide what your organisation can contribute and any support needed 
through funding or sponsorship. You may need to modify your program or the budget once you know how 
much money you have and how long you have to spend it.

The kinds of questions you might find helpful to ask at that point are:
• will you buy a vehicle, lease, borrow or seek sponsorship/donation for one?
• will you look for a brand new or safe second hand car?
• how many learners will you be able to manage throughout the program stages?
• will learners pay a small fee to cover program costs, such as lessons with driving instructors, petrol or 

administration, or take part entirely for free?
• will you pay a program coordinator to manage the program part-time or can the workload be part of an 

existing role?

The main things to include in your budget are:
• staffing (paid/voluntary)
• training
• phone and administration
• meeting costs
• travel
• marketing and promotion
• vehicle (purchase/lease/borrow)
• vehicle maintenance
• fuel
• engaging a driving instructor
• insurance costs/top up costs (see section Legal and Insurance Implications).

SEEKING FUNDING OR SPONSORSHIP

Learner Driver Mentor Program (LDMP) schemes get funding from a range of sources. You can seek special 
grant funding from government agencies. Otherwise you can try to get funding from various other sources, 
depending on your supporting organisation or the target group. Charitable foundations and the not-for-profit 
sector may also help with financial or in-kind support.

Funding can also come from local sources, like car dealerships, the local council or community service groups 
and clubs that look for programs that benefit or support the local community.

It is best to find funding and in-kind support, as you will need both. For example, in some LDMPs the local 
council provides staff hours to manage the program and gives learners and their mentors access to council 
vehicles for supervised driving.

Consider the opportunities for business and company partnerships where learners can get on-road driving  
experience as part of their apprenticeship, traineeship or work. For example, an apprentice with a large plumbing 
company could drive to different work sites, with another fully licensed plumber as the supervising driver. Investigate 
opportunities to partner with programs that involve driving such as community transport or Meals on Wheels.
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 APPLYING FOR FUNDING

Your funding application should clearly outline program need, objectives, actions, budget and evaluation 
processes. It’s a good idea to check out what grants other similar programs have gained. Make sure to 
write a proposal that is within the limits of your organisation’s capacity and competency, and operates within 
the limits of the budget requested.

Your funders will want to see measurable benefits for their contribution. Make sure your submission clearly 
shows these benefits.

Think about how you plan to make your program sustainable over the longer term; beyond the time frames 
of the current proposal (see section Sustainable Programing) 

SOURCING SPONSORSHIP

Sponsorship for LDMPs is usually found locally. Programs often rely on local generosity, which makes a lot 
of sense as the people that benefit from them are locals too. 

To find a sponsor you can use a direct approach (phone or visit) or apply in writing, with follow-up calls. Ask 
people in your organisation ‘who they know’. In any case, it’s a good idea to develop a sponsorship package 
that outlines the program and identifies sponsor benefits.

Local businesses are a good sector to approach as they have vested community interest and the right business 
can provide the support you need. A good example of this approach is to work with your local vehicle service 
centre for help with vehicle maintenance and fuel.

Sponsorship may be financial or in-kind. Existing LDMPs rely heavily on in-kind sponsorship, especially 
when it comes to sourcing and maintaining vehicles (like car dealers, garages, the local council and 
community organisations). In-kind support for program administration can be really helpful, particularly if 
your own support is limited. In some LDMPs, local councils or other organisations take the bookings and 
liaise between mentors and learners to set up practice session times.

It is in your interest to enter into a sponsorship agreement. This doesn’t have to be a complicated document, 
but it should outline the commitments from both parties and the conditions under which the sponsorship 
agreement is maintained.

The best way to keep an ongoing partnership viable and lasting is to make your sponsor feel included and 
ensure they benefit from the arrangement.

ACKNOWLEDGING YOUR SPONSOR – BENEFITS OF SPONSORSHIP

Depending on your sponsor’s needs you can:

• acknowledge the sponsor in every media story you release and public event you run and thank them 
publicly at every opportunity

• invite your sponsor to events associated with your LDMP
• ensure your sponsor has a key contact person in the program
• send your sponsor evaluation reports
• allow them an opportunity to speak at launches or other events
• attach signage to program vehicle/s acknowledging sponsor support
• mention them, or include logos or content on websites and/or social media.
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PROGRAM MODELS
Learner Driver Mentor Program (LDMP) models are all community-based and locally coordinated. However, 
they differ in their structure, the objectives they work towards and their outcomes.

All LDMP models focus on increasing the number of practice hours for learners. Some give support for virtually 
all the required hours while others supplement practice hours gained elsewhere. Some programs also target the 
pre-learner phase helping people gain a learner licence and then giving them supervised driving experience 
as well. Others require the learner to already have their learner licence before they apply, with some wanting 
them to have logged a certain number of hours before starting with the program.

Benefits to learner drivers are maximised when the LDMP gives them a good breadth of experience on a 
range of roads, in different conditions and at different times of day. See the Learner Driver Log Book for 
more information about breadth of experience and development of skills.

While programs rely on volunteer mentors, sometimes a professional driving instructor is brought in to 
assess learner driver progress, instruct the learner and support the mentor throughout the process (see 
section Involvement of Driving Instructors).

Most LDMPs don’t apply age restrictions, but overall most users are young people aged up to 25 years. 
This is because there is no minimum number of on-road supervised driving hours for learners over this age 
in NSW.

The type of LDMP model you use will depend on your target group, budget, available resources, skills within 
your team and of your stakeholders and their needs.

There are many good examples of successful LDMPs that you can learn from. There are a number of case 
studies available on the Youthsafe website.  

http://www.rms.nsw.gov.au/roads/licence/driver/learner/logbook/index.html
https://youthsafe.org/roads/learner-driver-mentor-programs-ldmps/ldmp-portal/
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RISK, INSURANCE AND SAFETY

RISK ASSESSMENT

A risk assessment of your LDMP will help you to work out any risks or disruptions and decide on ways you 
can remove or reduce these risks. It should have clear protocols to follow if an incident occurs. Some, but 
not all, risks and countermeasures that are common to LDMPs include the following:

Concern Countermeasure

Learner is involved 
in a crash

	Go through procedures in orientation about what to do in a crash

	Use log book progress and driving instructor’s assessment as guide to see 
what level learner is at and ensure they are not moving too fast or at a level 
that’s too advanced

	Have insurance cover or policy in place to cover excess

	Keep crash procedures in vehicle glove box

Mechanical  
breakdown

	Ensure there is a car service schedule in place

	Undertake a visual inspection of car once a week (or after a set number of 
bookings)

	Have current membership of a roadside service– learner and mentor told 
procedures for contacting service at orientation (also kept in car glove box)

	 Inspect, before starting on each session, tyre condition, water level, oil – check 
by learner and mentor to build skills and road safety understanding in learner

	 Include information in the car log such as odometer reading, date, time and 
other notes, to provide a record of car use 

Conflict between 
learner and mentor

	Conduct formal mentor checks and references 

	Establish a clear Code of Conduct and monitor compliance

	Provide feedback opportunities for learner and mentor (together and separately)

	Have learner and mentor matching procedures (using information from the 
National Mentoring Partnership)

	Develop grievance procedures and mediation processes and have an independent 
mediator available (see section Risk, Insurance and Safety for information on  
complaints handling and grievance procedures)

	Make project coordinator contact details available

	Use project evaluation processes which include opportunities for feedback/
suggestions for improvements to help with learner/mentor relationships. 

https://www.mentoring.org/
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LEGAL AND INSURANCE IMPLICATIONS

There are many laws that your program will need to comply with. These laws cover a range of issues like 
workplace safety, workplace practices, anti-discrimination and many others. It is likely your organisation  
already complies with them. However you still need to check all bases are covered. Talking to a legal adviser 
is a good idea.

If you run your program through a community organisation you have a duty of care to any volunteers who 
work with you. Details of the basic legal rights for volunteers are on the Volunteering Australia website.

NSW Driving Instructors Act 1992
It is very important that your program does not reward or give financial remuneration (payment) to your 
volunteer mentors, as this is not allowed under the NSW Driving Instructors Act 1992. The Act says only a 
qualified driving instructor can be paid.

It does make it a challenge to thank your mentors, as things such as movie vouchers or restaurant dinners 
can be seen as a ‘reward’ under the Act. However, there are other ways you can acknowledge mentors 
(see section Support for Mentors).

Insurance types
It is also vital to ensure that your program is fully insured and meets all its legal obligations. Check whether 
your funders or sponsors require certain levels of cover.

Insurance is there to protect you and cover costs if staff, mentors or learner drivers are injured or property 
is damaged. The main types of insurance you need to consider or check are in place include the following.

Public liability insurance
It is necessary to have this insurance to protect your organisation and its staff, program committee and  
volunteers, while they work for or on behalf of your organisation. The insurance should cover legal liability to pay 
compensation to a third party for personal injury or property damage, if the injury or damage is connected with 
your organisation. 

Volunteer’s personal accident insurance
This type of insurance can provide financial compensation and cover some out-of-pocket expenses if a 
crash results in the injury or death of your volunteer mentors, while doing authorised voluntary work for your 
program or even travelling to or from this work.

Comprehensive motor vehicle insurance and compulsory third party (CTP) coverage
Motor vehicle insurance generally covers loss or damage to your organisation’s LDMP cars and your legal 
liability to third parties for property damage.

Compulsory third party coverage must be paid before registering a vehicle each year. It covers personal 
injury to passengers and others when the driver is at fault. Some no fault provisions may also apply. Once 
again check with your insurance company to make sure your program’s activities are fully covered.

Association liability
This insurance type protects your association or organisation and its directors, officers and voluntary workers 
from liabili ties that arise out of the work you do. It may include professional indemnity and a range of other 
benefits that are best discussed with your chosen insurance company or broker.

If you accept a grant or funding make sure you check that the funding body has insurance to enable them to 
take part in the program. It is possible that their insurance will cover the program, or your organisation already 
has much of the cover for the type of program you will be running – but you MUST check. You should also 
contact relevant insurance companies to find out the extent of cover for your program and whether you need 
additional cover. A broker can help you find the right sort of policy and compare costs.

http://www.volunteeringaustralia.org
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Note: This information on insurance and legal issues is a guide only and is not to be taken as legal advice. The onus 
is on your LDMP to check what you need for your particular program. Some good websites with information on insurance 
issues are hosted by the Centre for Volunteering, Volunteering Australia and the Australian Government. 

SAFETY AND SECURITY

There are a few precautions you should include in your risk assessment or orientation procedures to protect 
your program’s integrity and the participants.

• Prepare a Code of Conduct that outlines acceptable behaviour and ask learners and mentors to sign 
it – the code can be developed in consultation with them or with input from stakeholders or the program 
committee. It can include topics such as accepted behaviour in the car, giving proper notice if cancelling 
a session and not using mobile phones in the car. 

• Ensure mentors and learners have the appropriate, valid licence for the program. You can make a note 
if anyone’s licence is due for renewal during the program period. Mentors and learners should agree 
to have their licence with them each time they go out in the car for a driving session. Ask the mentor to 
check the learner has their licence before they start the session. 

• Consider, for privacy reasons, that the learners and mentors meet where the car is garaged or somewhere 
public, rather than the mentor picking the learner up from their home. 

• Ensure copies of any mentor’s or learner’s personal information are filed and stored securely.  
This includes applications, volunteer/student declarations, criminal records checks or driving records. 

• Arrange for a driving instructor to assess learners before they are sent out with their volunteer mentor if 
the budget allows. This ensures the learner is ready to go out with the volunteer, and helps the mentor 
to know what to focus on during their practice drives. 

• Provide training for mentors and young people around road safety and program expectations to help 
mitigate issues around safety and retention. In particular, support for mentors on how to manage young 
people if they have special needs, have experienced trauma, etc. Provide mentors with the name of 
who to contact if young people disclose anything that requires further action.

http://www.volunteering.com.au/for-organisations/managing-volunteers/volunteer-insurance
http://www.volunteeringaustralia.org/resources/insurance
https://www.moneysmart.gov.au/insurance
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COMPLAINTS HANDLING AND GRIEVANCE PROCEDURES

A complaints handling procedure is a process to deal with issues that arise when any participant feels their 
expectations are not met. There could be disagreements or poor interactions between mentors and learners 
that need to be resolved to keep practice sessions effective and on track and to provide opportunities for overall 
program improvement.

Your program should develop a clear statement that explains how to lodge a complaint. You also need to 
ensure someone has the role of dealing with complaints. The program coordinator may delegate complaints 
handling to another committee or team member but is ultimately responsible for seeing them managed 
swiftly and professionally.

Outline the complaints and grievances process during orientation or training. Explain the procedures verbally 
and make them available in writing to learners and mentors. A copy should also be kept in the program’s car 
and discussed at meetings, if necessary. Your written statement could look something like this:

What to do if you have a complaint or concern about this program 

1. Raise your concern with a LDMP team member who will try to resolve your complaint fairly, promptly 
and effectively. 

2. If you feel the matter still has not been resolved, speak to the program coordinator, who will undertake 
any necessary investigation or action to address your concern. 

3. If you feel there is still not a satisfactory resolution you can write to, or attend a meeting of the LDMP 
team where a resolution can be discussed and the matter resolved. 

4. The NSW Ombudsman Office may also provide an external avenue when a complaint resolution is not 
reached. Call 02 9286 10900 or 1800 451 524, or see the website at http://www.ombo.nsw.gov.au/.

Your contact for all complaints is____________________________________

If you receive a complaint about your LDMP it should be logged. 

All complaints should be categorised and prioritised. The highest priority is for complaints about issues 
such as immediate learner, mentor or operator safety and security. Cases in this category should be dealt 
with quickly to find an acceptable and workable resolution to the problem.

Other complaints should be acknowledged and resolved as soon as possible.

http://www.ombo.nsw.gov.au/
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RECORD KEEPING AND PRIVACY
It is important that you maintain and store all necessary records to ensure the integrity of your Learner Driver 
Mentor Program (LDMP).

THE LEARNER DRIVER LOG BOOK

This guide suggests you provide an overview of the Learner Driver Log Book requirements for new mentors 
and learners (see section Supporting Mentors). It’s worth checking that the instructions you give translate 
into practice, so that the log book is filled in correctly after each session.

Firstly, the learner needs to know it is their responsibility to look after it and bring it to each practice session. 
Both learner and mentor need to comply with the requirements that are usually listed at the front. It is best 
to think of and treat the log book as a legal document and then you won’t go wrong. You should:

• ensure all entries are legible and completed in black or blue ink – keep pens in the car for this purpose
• record all the information requested and don’t leave blank spaces
• draw a neat line through any mistake and rewrite the entry
• avoid ditto marks – make a written entry for each category required
• ensure that all information is recorded in the log book – photocopies or attached entries are not accepted
• sign each entry where required – all supervising drivers should use a full signature rather than initials.

As an alternative to the hard copy, the Roads and Maritime Services (RMS) has now endorsed a number 
of digital log book apps that may make the record-keeping process easier. Please see the RMS website for 
more information.

The program coordinator can carry out occasional log book checks to make sure everything is entered 
correctly. You can see whether the log book entries match up to the car use schedule or car use log book (if 
there is one – see section Car Log).

CAR LOG

It is also a good idea to keep a record for each practice session, in addition to the Learner Driver Log Book. 
This can be a sheet that you develop to meet the objectives of your program, which is kept in the car for 
participants to complete. The sheet can include items like:

• name of mentor
• name of learner
• box to tick that shows licences are being carried
• boxes to tick that shows the car tyres, mirrors, etc have been checked
• date of session
• session start and finish times
• odometer reading
• petrol purchases (if necessary)
• space for brief comments on problems or incidents.

You may also wish to develop a practice session driving policy. This will give mentors and learners guidelines 
to help ensure productive outcomes for each driving session. 

http://www.rms.nsw.gov.au/roads/licence/driver/learner/logbook/digital-logbook.html
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LEARNER AND MENTOR CONTACT DETAILS

The program coordinator should keep a secure and confidential record of all learner and mentor contact 
details. It is best if the program coordinator organises the bookings and ensures the learner and mentor are 
both available, liaising with the parent or guardian of any learner who is under 18. Mobile numbers can be 
exchanged between learner and mentor if the learner is over 18.

If the program coordinator is not available or unable to arrange the bookings, then it is acceptable for paired 
learners (or their parent/guardian if learner is under 18) and mentors to exchange contact numbers. The 
mentor will also need to book the program car. Having an online booking system can assist with this and 
means the mentor and learner can book in a session without having to wait to speak to the coordinator.

CONSENT FORMS AND CHECKS

Any forms the learners and mentors fill out or documents with personal information should be stored securely 
and not shared with other program participants. This includes application forms, signed codes of conduct, 
student/volunteer declarations, personal references, criminal records checks and driving records.

LICENCE DETAILS

A program coordinator should note that they have sighted learner and mentor licences and any details 
recorded should be securely stored. It is worthwhile making a note on file about any licences due to expire, 
as a prompt to check licence renewals. The onus is on the licence holder to tell the program if their licence 
is suspended or cancelled. 
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THE MENTORS

RECRUITING AND SCREENING MENTORS

Your LDMP will have a better chance of success if you can attract the right people as mentors. You are 
looking for people with a great sense of community spirit, an interest in the welfare of others (particularly 
young people) and spare time.

Likely candidates will come from different walks of life. Think about approaching retirees (especially driving 
instructors, police and teachers) and community service clubs like Rotary and Lions. Word of mouth is often 
an excellent way to find out who is out there. Consider placing an ad in the local paper, putting up posters 
in clubs or even a leaflet drop in your area.

Other options are to speak at community events about the program to share stories, upload information on 
social media people can share or post in local groups, or look for free community service announcements 
on local radio stations. A media release sent to local newspapers, radio or TV stations (particularly in rural 
areas) will often be picked up and can help to both promote your program and source volunteers.

Once you have a list of interested potential mentors you have to make sure that they are suited to the role. 
To screen mentors effectively you need to set up a formal application process. This process will help you 
work out whether the applicant’s commitment matches your program’s expectations e.g. Can they put in the 
required hours? Have they had experience supervising a learner driver before?.

A mentor application form is a must. If an applicant appears suitable you should follow up with an interview 
and then a final screen that includes obtaining:

• character and professional references
• a driving record printout (available from Service NSW – for privacy reasons volunteers must get this 

themselves and then claim the cost from your program)
• a Working with Children Check which is free for volunteers  

(see section Creating a Safe Environment for Young People).

If you would like further assurance, you can also get a National Police Check from your local police station 
or by applying online.

What you are looking for is an applicant with the following qualities:

• capable and competent driver (you can ask a driving instructor to assess them)
• no criminal history that makes them unsuitable as a mentor
• acceptance of your program’s objectives and rules
• commitment to help people gain their licence
• genuine empathy with your learner target group.

Desirable (but not essential) criteria include:

• experience working with young people
• experience supervising a learner driver.

https://www.service.nsw.gov.au/
https://www.police.nsw.gov.au/online_services/criminal_history_check
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CREATING A SAFE ENVIRONMENT FOR YOUNG PEOPLE

Learner drivers in NSW can get their licence at age 16. If your LDMP includes people younger than 18 
years of age it is important to meet the NSW Working with Children Check (WWCC) requirements.

It is your responsibility to ensure any volunteer mentor you engage is suitable to work with young people.  
In NSW, volunteers can apply for the WWCC free of charge, through Service NSW either in person or  
online.  More information can be found at the NSW Office of the Children’s Guardian. 

There is also a guide that will help you when selecting and interviewing mentors. It is available on the  
NSW Office of the Children’s Guardian website.

LDMPs should have checking protocols and practices to ensure unsuitable people don’t work with any 
young people in your program and that any problems can be addressed quickly. Apart from the volunteer 
applying for a WWCC, your program can also:

• do reference checks before appointing a mentor
• have a safety policy that is user friendly for young people and a Code of Conduct
• appoint a safety contact person for young people e.g. the program coordinator.

For more information on working with young people, contact the Office of the Children’s Guardian on  
(02) 9286-7219, email check@kidsguardian.nsw.gov.au or take a look at www.kidsguardian.nsw.gov.au 

You should also clearly explain to young learners, before they go out for their practice drives, who they can 
talk to or go to for help if they ever feel uncomfortable with their mentor or anyone else in your LDMP.  
Mentors need to know how to proceed if a young person discloses anything to them that impacts on the 
young person’s health, safety or wellbeing, or the health, safety or wellbeing of others.

Have policies and procedures in place that help you manage these types of issues in case they arise.  
Ensure everyone involved in your program is aware of and understands these procedures.

file:///C:/Users/david/AppData/Local/Packages/microsoft.windowscommunicationsapps_8wekyb3d8bbwe/LocalState/Files/S0/2618/www.service.nsw.gov.au
http://www.kidsguardian.nsw.gov.au
https://www.kidsguardian.nsw.gov.au/child-safe-organisations/become-a-child-safe-organisation/staff-recruitment-and-management/recruitment--induction-and-training
mailto:check@kidsguardian.nsw.gov.au
http://www.kidsguardian.nsw.gov.au
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TRAINING AND SUPPORTING MENTORS

Now that you have a sound approach to mentor selection you are responsible for providing a training and 
induction program for them so they understand your LDMP’s objectives, roles, requirements and processes. 
Induction should involve an interview to help match mentors to learners (see section Matching Learners 
with Mentors). 

It is important that you also have orientation so that mentors know about:

• program expectations, including objectives and policies
• role expectations, including the differences between a mentor and a professional driving instructor
• the NSW Graduated Licensing Scheme (GLS): how it works and what it requires from learner drivers
• the Learner Driver Log Book, including how to fill it in and use it as a resource to develop driving skills
• low-risk driving techniques in learners and how they can be supported
• the way the program will work in practice for each supervised driving session (including before, during 

and after sessions)
• background on the learner target group (just in general terms)
• strategies for what to do if something goes wrong, including a crash
• feedback and program input opportunities (formal/informal and group/individual)
• program coordinator’s contact details and availability. 

Youthsafe offers a training session specifically designed to support volunteer mentors of LDMPs delivered 
in your area. This training includes:

• the impact adolescent brain development has on young people and road related injury risk
• the GLS and its importance
• strategies for supervising a learner driver to help them through the GLS stages
• an overview of the role of volunteer mentors and the limits of that role 
• effective communications for volunteer mentors especially with reference to diffusing stressful encounters.
 
Contact office@youthsafe.org for more information.

 

If the above options are not available to you, volunteer mentors can attend a Helping Learner Drivers 
Become Safer Drivers workshop that is run in local government areas across New South Wales. This is a 
free two-hour session. For more information see the Roads and Maritime website. 

It is also a great idea to assess the driving skills of your mentors. The best way to do this is for a professional 
driving instructor to assess each mentor’s capacity to drive safely and pass on correct information to learners. 
If your budget does not cover these costs, you could negotiate in-kind support from driving schools to help 
with this.
 
A checklist on pages 34 and 35 covers all the tasks you need to complete, to recruit and train your mentors.

mailto:office@youthsafe.org
http://www.rms.nsw.gov.au/roads/licence/driver/learner/supervising-a-learner.html
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RETAINING MENTORS

Losing mentors, especially experienced ones, will reduce your LDMP’s capacity to support your learner 
drivers, as it takes time and resources to recruit, screen and train new mentors. Developing strategies to 
help your program retain mentors might save you a lot of work. Strategies already covered in this guide 
include:
• selecting mentors who are right for the job (see section Recruiting and Screening Mentors)
• training mentors to prepare them for the role (see section Training and Supporting Mentors)
• matching mentors and learners appropriately (see section Matching Learners with Mentors).

Other strategies to retain mentors require your program to:

• support and supervise mentors
• recognise the good work your mentors do.

Frequent contact with mentors is a role that needs to be assigned to the program coordinator or a LDMP 
team member. The program coordinator should have the ability, training and opportunity to pick up on signs 
that a mentor may be thinking about leaving. Ask questions about what the mentor and learner have been 
doing. Ask if they need any help or advice, or if there are things that make them feel unsure or uncomfortable.

The section on Legal and Insurance Implications mentions that volunteer mentors cannot be paid or financially 
rewarded for their work. However, other ways of recognising your mentors’ good work can help with satisfaction 
and retention. Consider the following options:

• recognise mentor efforts publicly – highlight their work on your organisation’s website, newsletters, 
social media or in local media 

• recognise their efforts within the program at any progress meetings you hold
• remember to thank mentors personally and publicly 
• ask for their feedback on the program and encourage them to take part in planning
• ask them to help you recruit more mentors as you need them – also invite them to share their personal 

experiences in induction programs you hold for new mentors and learners
• have a driving instructor or driving school that is willing to give tips and talk with mentors, even after initial 

training or support; this gives mentors encouragement and momentum to continue with the program
• use direct mail or program newsletters as a way to acknowledge mentors and share program progress; 

distribute them to learners, mentors, driving instructor/s, committee members, stakeholders, funders or 
sponsors.

Some resources and referrals for mentors can help them feel well supported and cared for by your LDMP. 
The NZ Youth Mentoring Network has some helpful how-to tools. 

http://www.youthmentoring.org.nz/being_a_mentor/becoming.cfm
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FINDING LEARNERS

If your organisation doesn’t already have direct contact with young people who could be eligible, there will 
be no shortage of applicants if you get the word out amongst organisations that support young people or 
others in need of help. Promote your LDMP through youth accommodation services, council, charities, job 
network providers, youth workers, and other groups in your local area.

Once you have interested learners, it is important that they meet your program’s criteria. Unless you want 
to work with pre-learners, it should be a condition that applicants have a current NSW learner licence. You 
should also consider:

• disadvantage criteria your program has set for learners i.e. does your applicant lack funds to employ a 
professional school, have limited or no access to training vehicles, or little or no family support?  
Are they long-term unemployed? Newly arrived?

• level of competency to meet the expectations and skills of your mentors (have they had sufficient practice 
time to drive in light traffic with a supervisor or are they right at the beginning?). The program application 
process and a driving instructor can help you find this out. The learner may need some hours with a 
driving instructor first before the mentor feels comfortable supervising – something you may need to 
budget for or include in criteria for participation

• if applicant is a pre-learner, there may be underlying reasons for this that need your attention (see section 
Pre-Learners)

• learner’s unconditional agreement to your LDMP’s conditions.
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SUPPORTING LEARNERS

Pre-learner phase
Some learners may need support before they start any practice sessions in the car. If your program accepts 
pre-learners and supports them to gain their learner licence, there could be several underlying reasons why this 
was not possible before joining your program and they may need help. This can include literacy issues, cost of 
getting a licence, unpaid fines, limited access to a computer or not having the right identification to apply. Your 
program would need to be willing to help participants overcome these barriers.

Other learners may have just had a difficult experience dealing with the paperwork and other requirements and 
feel apprehensive about the whole process. The program coordinator or another support person can help them 
make sure they have all the right documents filled out correctly, or can refer them to someone who can help.

Learner phase
Learner drivers also need an induction to the program, which will be similar in lots of ways to your mentors’ 
induction program. Remember though that young people may have work/study commitments. Not having a 
licence also means you will need to hold any induction, orientation or training at a time and venue suitable for 
them.

The induction should also begin with an interview to help you match learners to mentors. Content should cover:
• program expectations, including objectives and policies and a discussion about expected conduct and 

commitment
• role expectations, including differences between a mentor and professional driving instructor
• program operation and how it will work for each practice session (including before, during and after the 

sessions)
• the NSW Graduated Licensing Scheme (GLS) and its requirements for learner drivers
• Learner Driver Log Book, including how to fill it in and use it to develop learner driver skills
• road safety as an issue of importance and the role low-risk driving plays in keeping drivers safer – you can 

ask local council road safety officers or Youthsafe for help with this
• feedback and program input opportunities (formal/informal and group/individual), grievance procedures and 

personal safety
• details of other available supports e.g. relevant websites, TAFE contact details
• program coordinator contact details and availability.

If the learners who participate in your program are able to participate in the NSW Safer Drivers Course (SDC), 
some of the above points will be covered. After a number of on-road supervised driving hours, learners are eligible 
to attend the SDC which then counts towards additional hours in their log book. The RMS offers this course free of 
charge to a limited number of eligible learners who may not be able to afford course costs.  If they aren’t eligible, it 
could be something that local businesses sponsor to allow them to attend. See the RMS website for more details. 

http://www.rms.nsw.gov.au/roads/licence/driver/learner/safer-drivers-course.html
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Post-learner phase
It is also important that young people get some support, or at least guidance, in what to do once they complete 
the program, pass their on-road driving test and get a Provisional 1 (P1) licence. If participants didn’t have 
support to get their learner licence or supervised driving practice, it’s unlikely they will have support once they get 
their P1 licence.

If possible, it may be worthwhile holding sessions on:
• car maintenance
• safe/roadworthy cars (see How Safe is Your First Car) and what to look for when buying a car
• management of the financial responsibility of a car
• safe car use, including peer passengers, mobile phones and other restrictions
• road safety issues for P1 drivers, such as speeding, fatigue and drink-driving.

Any sessions you hold can serve as program milestones and help you motivate and retain your learners.

A checklist of all the tasks for recruiting and supporting your learners is provided here.

P90 P100

http://howsafeisyourfirstcar.com.au/
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RETAINING LEARNERS

You may think that keeping learners motivated and engaged throughout the process should be easy 
because the LDMP is set up specifically to support them. However, young people have commitments, 
personal circumstances and competing priorities, such as family/relationship issues, new jobs, study  
pressures or accomodation stress.

These can all impact on young people and their ability to take part in and complete the program. For some 
young people, the actual time it can take for them to complete the GLS requirements may seem unachievable.

This is where the program coordinator can step in to ‘break up’ the process into manageable pieces and 
keep motivation up throughout. Ways in which you can do this include:

• regularly acknowledging learners and their progress through formal and informal channels such as 
group or mentor/learner meetings and get-togethers

• giving learners the chance to provide feedback to the program coordinator about their impressions of 
the process – either at formal meetings or informally

• allowing learners to get together without their mentors so they have a way to discuss issues confidentially 
and support their peers

• breaking up the entire learner process with ‘mini-milestones’ and celebrations when learners complete 
a certain number of supervised driving hours or manage a particularly challenging aspect. This can 
include a special mention in meetings, certificates, vouchers (for learners) or public acknowledgement, 
if appropriate

• providing lessons with a qualified driving instructor can be seen as ‘mini-milestones’. Spreading out 
several driving lessons across the time the learner is in the program gives them incentives to stay. It 
also helps the mentors and learners work towards small goals between each session with the driving 
instructor

• using program newsletters to promote achievements of learners, mentors and the program in general
• reminding learners with a quick phone call or text about when they are booked in to use the car, scheduled 

for a driving lesson, or the time of the next meeting, get-together, training or orientation
• making small financial contributions to help increase learner commitment – a proportion of their benefits 

or a nominal fee can make them feel more invested and more likely to do their best to attend.
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MATCHING LEARNERS WITH MENTORS

The success of your LDMP highly depends on the relationships between the mentors and learners. A good 
match builds trust and helps the learner and mentor want to stay in the program.

Firstly, use the information in this guide on Recruiting and Screening Mentors and supporting and retaining 
mentors and learners. This ensures you can find the right people and support them through the process.

Finding the right match when you start looking at which mentor suits which learner can be tricky, as it’s a mix 
of tangible criteria along with those you can’t quite measure; but are important for the match nevertheless.

Although a big part of the match may be whether their schedules coincide, consider the learner’s needs in 
terms of their confidence, ability, personality and, if relevant, personal history.

If you have contact with a youth worker, caseworker or other organisation which referred the learner, they 
may be able to help you with this. It is important that any information is only shared with the volunteer mentor 
supervising driver, if it is relevant to their role.

The New Zealand Youth Mentoring Network has information about matching mentors and young people.

A program coordinator may initially have to support learners and mentors a little through the process of 
planning practice sessions and evaluating their successes. You can also meet with the pairs from time to 
time to check on progress and ensure the log book is being filled out correctly.

Your program will run smoothly if you recruit and screen mentors carefully, give them the right support 
and recognition, and use strategies to retain them. However, if it doesn’t work out this way, it is important 
that you clearly outline how your program deals with any grievances through policies and procedures (see 
section Risk, Insurance and Safety for information on complaints handling and grievance procedures). If 
you have the resources and the capacity, holding an exit interview with any mentor or learner who decides 
to leave the program can help identify any program inadequacies or gaps – was there anything you could 
have done differently to make them stay and what can be done to improve the program?

http://www.youthmentoring.org.nz/tools/publications.cfm
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THE VEHICLE
One of the challenges your Learner Driver Mentor Program (LDMP) may face is finding a suitable vehicle. 
You obviously need at least one vehicle for your program, and possibly more. There are a number of options 
that may work, depending on the funding and support you have available.

You could:

• buy a vehicle with an ANCAP 5-star safety rating outright if funding permits
• secure sponsorship of a vehicle from local car dealers or a manufacturer
• access vehicles from community groups and organisations
• ask your local council for use of a fleet vehicle
• lease a vehicle for the program period.

When looking for a vehicle, consider the following:

• vehicle transmission – automatic or manual
• safety rating of the vehicle (have a look at How Safe is Your Car and ANCAP)
• vehicle size (small vehicle, mid-size or large) – this will depend on your budget
• garaging – where will the vehicle be stored and is this location accessible for learners and mentors? Is 

the vehicle available for use outside the program coordinator’s working hours? Where will the keys be 
stored to allow access when the program coordinator is not available? Some programs place the keys 
in a locked mailbox and give each mentor access. This means the program coordinator doesn’t need to 
be around to give the keys out but they are still secure. This is handy if the learner and mentor go out to 
practise driving at night, of which the learner will need to complete a certain number of hours to attempt 
their on-road driving test.

• in-vehicle needs e.g. spare L plates, Road Users Handbook, grievance policy, vehicle log book, program  
coordinator’s contact details, crash/incident report form, first aid kit, emergency procedures including for 
a crash or breakdown, contact details of roadside assistance membership, street directory and even a 
pen or two can be handy. Make sure pens are black or blue ink for filling out the log book.

When budgeting for the vehicle, you need to ensure there’s enough money for:

• registration
• suitable insurance (see section Risk, Insurance and Safety)
• maintenance needs, including scheduled servicing and petrol. The program budget can cover these 

costs or you may decide to seek local sponsorship. Some programs arrange for the labour to be an  
 in-kind contribution from local mechanics, but not parts

• fuel costs.

Make sure someone is responsible for managing maintenance of your car, including procedures to check 
the oil and water levels, tyres, lights, etc, before it is taken out for a practice session. Ensure mentors know 
they must make a note in the car log and tell the program coordinator if they notice a problem or something 
that needs attention e.g. a new headlight globe is needed or there is an unusual noise under the bonnet.

You will need a system to book your learners and mentors in for a practice session, as well as a vehicle for 
them to use. Keep all your bookings in a folder or written up in a notebook for easy reference. Otherwise 
online booking systems can be used. These should allow mentors and learners to log in securely to arrange 
their practice driving sessions and book the program vehicle at the same time. Try free software such as 
www.clickbook.net or www.supersaas.com or www.timify.com/en-au 

http://www.howsafeisyourcar.com.au
http://www.ancap.com.au
http://www.clickbook.net
http://www.supersaas.com/
https://www.timify.com/en-au/
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EVALUATING YOUR LDMP
Evaluating your Learner Driver Mentor Program (LDMP) is an important part of the program process. It tells 
you about your successes and also the things you need to revise and perhaps do better next time. Funders 
or sponsors may also require you to evaluate certain aspects of your program to ensure ‘value for money’.

Generally, your evaluation should be in place from day one and the methodology built into your program 
plan. The idea is to know what has and hasn’t worked well and what changes, if any, you need to make to 
your program.

You should look at two types of evaluation to fully assess your program:

1. Process evaluation – measures the actual  
delivery of your LDMP and whether or not the 
strategies you set out were achieved. Often process 
evaluation looks at the ‘numbers’ aspect of the 
program such as number of learner hours logged or 
how many mentors received training. It’s not always 
helpful to measure the number of young people 
who successfully got their P1 licence, especially 
in the short-term, but may be more about who 
accessed your program and how much progress 
they have made to date that they wouldn’t  
otherwise been able to achieve without the LDMP.

2. Outcome evaluation – measures the impact 
or changes you have had on the target group. 
This can be seen as a less tangible aspect of 
evaluation, however it will show the true value 
of your LDMP and whether or not it has made 
a difference to the learners who took part. This 
could be increased job opportunities, access to 
community services, etc. This will depend on the 
aim of your program. 

The following table will help you include evaluation in the planning of your program. It gives an overview of a 
few methods you can use for collecting data, ways to consider evaluation when planning or evaluating your 
program, the advantages of using various methods and the challenges you may face with each method.
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Method During planning During evaluation Advantages Challenges

PROCESS 
Questionnaires, 
surveys and 
checklists

Help to understand 
the views of young 
people, pre-learners 
and learner drivers.

Summarise what 
you want to measure 
when developing 
your program  
objectives.

Get quick feedback on 
program from learners, 
mentors and  
stakeholders in a 
non-threatening way.

Is not expensive to carry 
out.

Data is easy to analyse 
and can be tailored  
specifically to find out 
what you really want to 
know.

Sometimes people rush 
their answers and the 
feedback isn’t personal or 
comprehensive.

Can be difficult for people 
who can’t articulate  
feelings/opinions in writing.

PROCESS
Raw data 
gathering

Plan in advance 
what data is  
required, who is 
gathering data and 
locations.

Conduct a  
pre-measure before 
program begins.

Find out the number 
of learner drivers and 
mentors recruited to 
the program and the 
number of supervised 
driving hours logged.

Review the number 
of sessions in the car 
booked in but not carried 
out.

Seek additional  
information relevant to 
your program  e.g. the 
number of people who 
found jobs after  
gaining their their  
licence/access to  
higher education.

Makes program legitimate 
and helps convince funders 
to stay on.

Community sometimes 
measures success by 
numbers.

Lower usage numbers 
can be discouraging.

It doesn’t measure program 
impact, perception or  
unexpected benefits.

OUTCOME
Direct interviews 
with learners, 
mentors and 
stakeholders

Conduct during 
needs analysis to 
establish issues.

Direct feedback helps 
to fully understand a 
range of impressions 
about your program.

Access to a full range and 
depth of information.

Takes a lot of time and is 
hard to effectively analyse 
and compare answers.

OUTCOME
Focus groups

Explore a topic in 
depth through group 
discussion.

Test your ideas to see 
if they will work, or be 
readily accepted by 
learners and mentors.

Explore what works 
well, could work better, 
gather suggestions to 
reframe program or 
leave as is.

Enables you to quickly 
and reliably get common 
impressions.

Efficient way to get range 
and depth of information 
in a short time.

Conveys key information 
about programs.

Hard to accurately analyse 
responses unless you’re 
an experienced evaluator.

It’s also hard to get people 
together at the same time 
due to conflicting schedules. 

The other thing to consider when evaluating or reviewing your program is informal feedback that learners, 
mentors and stakeholders give you at casual get-togethers or scheduled meetings. This information can hint 
at something that you need to investigate or assess further.  Keeping testimonials on file is also useful – this 
is great feedback straight from your participants’ (or volunteers’) mouths that is often unsolicited and can be 
used in reports, social media, meetings, newsletters and evaluations to show how much your program means 
to your community. When using this feedback, seek permission first and then you can just use the person’s 
initials or first name only to protect their identity.
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SUSTAINABLE PROGRAMMING AND 
EXIT STRATEGY
Sustainability is all about what will carry on after you leave your Learner Driver Mentor Program (LDMP) 
and how this will happen. Do you want your program to continue? Do you want to keep all the elements of 
the program you have put in place? For example, it is likely all the initial hard work you put into marketing 
and promoting your LDMP can be toned down once the program is well known and used by learner drivers.

However, some program outputs will need to continue if your program is to be sustained. For example, a 
good relationship with the funder to continue sponsorship; maintenance of vehicles the program uses; and 
liaison with established and new mentors and learners to ensure timetabling and services remain at a high 
standard.

Therefore, it’s important to think about a plan for a sustainability and exit strategy for your program, including 
what elements will continue, who will do them and how they’ll be funded. You should consider this at the start 
of your program and then review the plan as the program progresses.

When developing an exit strategy you should consider:

• outputs that are most likely to be sustainable over the long-term in the context of the program’s objectives 
and its expected outcomes

• processes necessary for take up by the community, based on your successful program model
• planning required to maintain the program and get the best value from the work that has been funded
• program outputs that should be sustained after your direct involvement finishes, how that will be done 

and who will do it.

There could be some elements of the program that could be taken on by other agencies should funding 
decrease or cease entirely.  For example, could another local organisation take on managing the bookings? 
Housing the vehicle?

It is important to include your partners and stakeholders in this process, as well as your sponsors and 
funders, as they will want to be involved in any decision that affects the program’s future. Here are some 
steps to follow:

Step 1: Document your LDMP’s achievements
Review your program to work out what it has achieved. Consult records you kept along the way, including 
any evaluations, feedback or assessments you collected. Give an overview of what has worked well, along 
with some suggestions for future program direction. You can provide information about the costs incurred 
over the program period, including an itemised budget, list of assets and actual costs.

Step 2: Package your program 
Think about the outputs that will be needed to enable your program to be sustainable. This may include 
tools, models, guidelines, methods, case studies, knowledge or recommendations that the community or 
other partners can take up. A workable, well-evaluated and proven package will make it much easier to 
hand over to a new program owner.
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Step 3: Plan for your exit 

Perform an ‘exit readiness’ check by considering issues such as barriers to sustainability, ownership, funding 
and intellectual property:

• Barriers to sustainability – Sponsor’s funding priorities change, possible decisions to ‘do things differently 
now’, renegotiation of service agreements and indecision on worth and outcomes of your LDMP. 

• Succession Planning – Who will take on responsibility for the LDMP after you exit? Has a new program 
host been found? Will the commitment be long-term? Is there a shared understanding of problems and 
goals? What is the capacity of the new LDMP owner to grow your program? What future role, if any, will 
you or your organisation have in the LDMP e.g. delivery or reference role? 

• Funding – Will the funder be happy with the change? Has the direction of the funder changed? Will 
they be involved in the changeover decision? Do they want you to stay involved over the short/medium/
longer term? Can you provide sufficient documents to assist future funding applications? 

• Intellectual property – What third party rights, if any, need to be cleared to make sure future program 
owners can access and use the LDMP structure over the longer term?

SUSTAINABLE PROGRAMMING & EXIT STRATEGY
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CHECKLIST

HAVE YOU COVERED ALL THE BASES?

Sometimes it helps to have a checklist so you know you have covered all the bases. Use this checklist as a 
guide when you are developing your Learner Driver Mentor Program (LDMP).

A GETTING STARTED
See if your program is needed
Establish your target group     
Determine your likely supporters and stakeholders    
Gather social and economic indicators    
Establish a program committee or other management structure 
Appoint a program coordinator     
Determine program responsibilities    
Gather local support (partners, stakeholders, community)  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

B LDMP PROGRAM STRUCTURE
Review/modify existing LDMP models and determine what works best for you   
Decide on a suitable LDMP model for your program   
Determine aims and objectives for your program   
Confirm strategies, time frames and responsibilities   
Document your program plan     
Develop all proformas needed during the program   
Establish a time frame and exit strategy

 
 
 
 
 
 
 


C LDMP BUDGET

Identify potential grants or sponsors
Put a funding submission together  
Submit applications     
Follow up applications 

 
 
 


D LDMP VEHICLE
Source suitable vehicle(s)    
Establish guidelines for use and maintenance 
Aquire a booking system
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E WORKING WITH MENTORS AND LEARNERS
Develop mentor application form     
Recruit mentors       
Develop and conduct mentor training program   
Establish learner driver target group    
Establish criteria for learner selection    
Develop and conduct learner orientation program   
Match mentors to learners     
Identify different approaches to ‘check in’ and acknowledge  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 


F DETERMINE EVALUATION STRATEGIES
Decide on evaluation methodology     
Include evaluation in your LDMP plan    

 


G DEVELOP RISK PROCEDURES

Conduct risk assessment     
Determine risks and document countermeasures 
Review insurance needs 

 
 


H DEVELOP PROCEDURES FOR COMPLAINTS

Establish contact person for complaints and grievances   
Log and prioritise complaints and grievances 
Include procedure in mentor and learner orientation 
Display procedure so accessible to all involved in program

 
 

 



I PROGRAM EVALUATION
Document your program successes
Make recommendations on sustainability over the longer term
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MORE INFORMATION
This ‘how to’ guide gives you a simple but comprehensive reference to help you plan and run a Learner 
Driver Mentor Program (LDMP) in your community. It should give you enough information to enable you to 
initiate, develop, implement, evaluate and sustain your program.

This guide should also help funders to set criteria as a basis for offering grants to LDMPs.

If you do need more information than is covered in this guide the following organisations may be able to 
give you further advice.

Youthsafe offers training sessions, support and advice for emerging or existing LDMPs.
Youthsafe has done substantial work on LDMPs, including surveying LDMP coordinators across Australia; 
running a major seminar on the topic; assisting several organisations in program planning and training 
LDMP mentors; and fielding enquiries from community-based professionals and individuals. 
 
More information on Youthsafe’s LDMP training can be found at www.youthsafe.org.

For all information on road safety, go to Roads and Maritime Services (RMS). You can download useful 
documents such as the Guide to the Driving Test and the Road User’s Handbook in English and other 
languages. More information on the Safer Drivers Course and where to access it can also be found on the 
RMS website. 

Learners and mentors can also go to Geared for driving tips and to find out everything you need to know 
about getting a driver’s licence and keeping it.

Information on volunteer involvement can be found at Volunteering Australia.

Information on increasing community capacity and funding opportunities can be found at Community 
Builders NSW.

For information on driving schools, training for learner drivers and driving tips, go to Australian Driver 
Trainers Association

To review the latest legislation on working with young people, see the NSW Office of the Children’s 
Guardian or the NSW Advocate for Children and Young People.

https://youthsafe.org/roads/learner-driver-mentor-programs-ldmps/ldmp-portal/
http://www.rms.nsw.gov.au/roads/
http://www.rms.nsw.gov.au/cgi-bin/index.cgi?action=saferdriverscourseproviders.form
http://www.rms.nsw.gov.au/geared/
https://www.volunteeringaustralia.org/
https://www.lcsansw.org.au/sector-development/community-development
https://www.lcsansw.org.au/sector-development/community-development
http://www.adta.com.au
http://www.adta.com.au
http://www.kidsguardian.nsw.gov.au/
http://www.kidsguardian.nsw.gov.au/
https://www.acyp.nsw.gov.au/
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Youthsafe
PO BOX 1074 RYDE NSW 1680

Phone: (02) 9817-7847

office@youthsafe.org
www.youthsafe.org

                    

Youthsafe is supported by NSW Health.

This guide was developed thanks to the support of Transport for NSW through their  
Community Road Safety Grants.

Guide for Developing Learner Driver Mentor Programs 
© 2018
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https://twitter.com/youthsafe
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